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What do Facebook's new
VR and AR platforms
mean for marketers?

Want to do content
marketing in FMCG?
Here's four things you
need to know

Domino’s Just Made Pizza
Ordering 1,000 Times
Geekier With Its Coolest
Innovation to Date

Facebook Is Working on
Technology That Lets You
Type and Control VR
Devices With Your Mind

At Facebook's F8 2017 event, the

To say content marketing is important for

We’ve said before that Domino’s won’t

Think Facebook’s plans for virtual and

unveiling of augmented reality (AR) and

all brands right now is a massive

stop until you can order a pizza just by

augmented reality push the boundaries

virtual reality (VR) technology caused

understatement. To put this into

thinking about it. Until that day comes, the

of how we interact? The social network

quite a stir.

perspective, in a single day there are 3.5

pizza chain—which is as much of a tech

is now working on technology that lets

billion searches on Google and 5 billion

company as a food maker these days—

you type with your mind.

Whilst the AR features showcased are

videos streamed on YouTube. It is

continues to innovate the ordering

mostly still in private beta, the VR stuff is

estimated that more than 380 million

process. And now, it’s getting your whole

The company revealed it’s working on a

out there now, though admittedly

people using adblockers worldwide, so

Internet of things involved. Domino’s

“brain-to-computer interface” that will

available to a more limited audience of

reaching consumers with engaging

allows users to create connections among

let humans potentially type ﬁve times

Oculus Rift owners.

content is more important than ever

digital devices and have certain events in

faster with their mind than they

before.

one device trigger other events in another

currently can with their ﬁngers.

device—using what’s called applets.
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The five key steps towards
understanding the customer
journey

Google launches
Optimize : Free A/B
testing tool for all

How Dove Is ‘Hacking’
Photography to Change the
Way Advertising Depicts
Women

Why beauty brands are
betting on augmented
reality

There are five main steps toward doing so

Google has launched Google Optimize,

In college, we were charged with digging

Consumers are increasingly turning to

and nearly half of the marketers are stuck

Free A/B Testing tool for all ( a much

through magazines to find ads that

their smartphones to search, browse

at one key stage. The results of cultivating

toned-down version of Optimize360.

depicted either minorities or women in a

and buy beauty products. Also, the

a good understanding of customers and

The Optimize visual editor allows for

non-stereotypical (read: not sexy or

fact that many are testing beauty

improving their experience are well

WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-

homemaking) way. It was hard. For every

products via their mobiles, too.

understood. When excellent customer

get) editing so you can change just

20 ads with an impossibly contorted white

How exactly? Well it’s all down to

experience is achieved, marketers will

about anything on your site with a drag

woman, we found maybe one with a

augmented reality.

better know how to engage with

and a drop. And more advanced users

minority—never mind a woman looking

Sephora is the latest brand to

customers, consumers will be happier

will enjoy the ability to edit raw HTML or

empowered, or even doing something

introduce AR into its app, with its

with our products and services, and,

add JavaScript or CSS rules directly in

normal like reading a newspaper … or

‘Virtual Artist’ feature allowing users

ideally, the business will have an

the editor. Surely gets interesting for

welding, Flashdance-style. At the time, we

to ‘try on’ diﬀerent looks by

improved bottom-line.

the likes of VWO and other companies in

were told this isn’t the industry’s fault; it’s

overlaying make-up onto photos.

similar space.

drawing from what the market wants.
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